It has been brought to our attention that in our article, explanations about cable bacteria are not rigorous. We apologize for these and note the specific reporting issues and errors below, with their corrections:
Abstract, "promote the cable bacteria formation and enhance electron transport efficiency over long distances" Should be change to: "promote the exoelectrogenic bacteria formation".
Bacterial community structure of biofilms in MFCs, the paragraph 2:
"Desulfovibrio has been reported to be cable bacteria [35] , which was filamentous bacteria that transport electrons across distances of several centimeters and connect spatially separated electron donors and acceptors [36]". Should be change to: "Desulfovibrio has been reported to be exoelectrogenic bacteria [35, 36] , which may also transfer electrons to the electrode".
This has no impact on the conclusions of the paper. The authors would like to apologize for any inconvenience caused.
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